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The future’s bright. 

The future’s travel. 

B ook those tickets. Escape the 
monotony of daily life. Step aboard and 
rediscover the joy of travel this winter... 

It has been so exciting to see travel back on the 
calendar for so many people already this year. 
Whilst last season did get off to a late start after 
Christmas and clients were clamouring to get 
back to the mountains, there was always a sense 
of unease and trepidation about what could 
happen. Now, however, it seems that travel is 
being as casually undertaken as it has ever been, 
with testing and quarantine guidance scrapped 
universally across almost all of Europe, the 
outlook for this winter is excellent.  

We have of course seen new challenges over the 
summer, with staffing and logistics shortages 
having a knock-on effect to some aspects of air 
travel, however, as time goes on these will ease 
and order will be restored. It would have been 
amiss of us to assume that with the press of a 
button everything would simply kick back into 
action as we had always known it, but I would 
challenge anyone in any industry to say that 

there has been no change in their own 
operations in the past 2-3 years, and the travel 
industry is no different. 

As we look ahead to the coming season, one 
thing is very clear, everyone wants to get back 
out there and have fun again, without a constant 
eye on requirements and restrictions, or where 
we may be falling foul – we all want to be able to 
relax.  

It’s only natural for us all to have been on high-
alert during the pandemic, and to say it is a thing 
of the past would be naïve, but as a ski 
community, it is clear we all share the same 
ambition and passion to press reset and enjoy 
the mountains on our own terms once again. 

See you at the lift station... 

 
Oxford Ski Company 
Founder & CEO 

FOREWORD 

“...everyone wants to get 
back out there and have 
fun again...” 
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Chic New Chalets 
T h e  h o t t e s t  p r o p e r t i e s  i n  T h e  A l p s  t h i s  s e a s o n  

NEW & NOTEWORTHY 

Chalet Elbrus 
Zermatt, Switzerland  ·  Sleeps 8+4  

N ewly renovated in 2022, Chalet Elbrus is ideally located at the very heart of Zermatt, within 
walking distance of shopping, night life and the main railway station. The Sunnegga funicular is 
only a short walk from the chalet and whisks you directly up to the ski slopes. 

Chalet Elbrus is one of seven luxury chalets that make up the 7 Heavens project. The collection of 
chalets share a magnificent entrance hall, which leads through a lobby to a central living room where 
your party can unwind with a drink from the bar or make use of the excellent gym facilities.  

Sleeping up to 12 people, set out over five floors, Chalet Elbrus balances authentic and traditional 
materials with contemporary furnishings and ultra-modern design. This stunning chalet has an 
impressive living and dining area with floor to ceiling windows, letting in the extraordinary views. 

Each of the elegant bedrooms offer a perfect haven for those looking to relax after a busy day on the  
slopes.   

Senior Chalet Specialist 
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Antares Luxury Apartments  
Méribel, France  ·  Sleeps 4+2  

A ntarès Méribel, is a collection of 6 chalets each comprising of luxury, contemporary 
apartments. Sleeping between 4 and 18 guests there will be something to suit every group. 
Located on the slopes with a complimentary shuttle service into Méribel centre and a 

dedicated concierge team, you will want for nothing at Antarès.  

Guests have access to the 800 sqm Antarès Spa Méribel, a wellness area complete with 25m 
swimming pool*, sauna, steam room and Jacuzzi. Indulge in personalised treatments using Biologique 
Recherche products and, if you still have the energy after a day on the slopes, make use of the fitness 
suite and personal trainers. 

For an afternoon hot drink or apéritif head to Lounge 1707 and take a seat by the fire. In the evening 
why not attend a one of their tasting events and enjoy some top wines carefully selected by the 
resident sommelier.  

Younger guests are also taken care of in a snug hub where families can get together and enjoy the 
entertainment in the kids room. And if you need to take care of a little business during your stay, take 
advantage of the business corners or conference room. 

 

Article continues overleaf... 

 

Head of Apartment Sales 

NEW & NOTEWORTHY 

https://www.oxfordski.com/luxury-ski-chalets-hotels/switzerland/zermatt/chalet-elbrus/
https://www.oxfordski.com/luxury-ski-chalets-hotels/france/meribel/antares-meribel/
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Chalet La Maison  
Morzine, France  ·  Sleeps 12  

S ometimes even luxury manages to surprise itself. Located in the heart of Montriond’s village 
square, this is a grand and iconic property dating back to 1749. The original town house that lay 
derelict for years has been transformed to elevate the luxury you deserve. 

La Maison is an exceptional mountain home ready to welcome you this winter. Step a snowy foot 
inside this sumptuous chalet and allow the feature staircase to set the standard for your stay. Hewn 
from 370 million-year-old sedimentary Caithness stone from the Highlands of Scotland, this is just the 
start of an incredibly decadent journey across La Maison’s three vast floors. 

Once your gaze has returned from the cavernous vaulted ceilings, turn your attention to La Maison’s 
private spa. At its heart is the L-shaped swimming pool, with a counter current jet, massage zones and 
two large fountains. Adjoining this is the first of La Maison’s two hot tubs as well as the hammam. 
Perfect for skiers and non-skiers, young and young at heart alike, there is also a raised studio for yoga 
or pilates. Two of the chalet's six bedrooms are located on this floor as well as the snug room with large 
screen TV. 

Walk your finest walk as you make your away upstairs to the first and second floors where we forgive 
you for never wishing to leave. At La Maison we understand if you temporarily forget the pistes of the 
Portes du Soleil outside of these 18th Century, Italiante featured walls. This is the luxury living 
experience you have looked forward to. Adjoining the dining area is the floating wine cellar, not just 
decadently suited to picking the finest accompanying vintage for dinner. From here, survey your grand 
domain and all that is to be enjoyed at La Maison.  

Senior Chalet Specialist 

NEW & NOTEWORTHY 
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Chalet La Fenice  
Cervinia, Italy  ·  Sleeps 14+2  

P ositioned on a plateau 60-metres above the lively resort of Cervinia, La Fenice is an exquisite 
luxury ski chalet with first-class facilities, excellent service and breath taking 360 degree views 
across to the Matterhorn. La Fenice’s fantastic location means you can ski on both Italian and 

Swiss snow being close to both Cervinia and Zermatt, two of the most snow-sure resorts in the Alps. 

Laid out over six floors, and connected by an elevator, La Fenice is made up of seven en-suite double 
bedrooms and features two balconies and five terraces all with uninterrupted mountain views. Take a 
dip in the 10-metre indoor swimming pool with back massage jet and partial glass bottom, or marvel at 
the views from the steel Jacuzzi which can be found on the deck outside. The chalet also features a 
sauna, Hammam, massage and treatment room and a well-equipped gym, as well as an extensive wine 
cellar which is perfect for enjoying an evening beverage. 

Children or the young at heart will love the chalet’s games room which is kitted out with a pool table, 
table tennis and football, Smart TV and Xbox with a catalogue of games. The real highlight though is the 
state-of-the-art Prosimu Formula 1 racing and flight simulator, offering a fantastic fully immersive 
experience for gamers. There’s also a cinema room with surround sound system and comfortable 
tiered seating, plus the chalet’s fantastic staff will ensure you are treated to unlimited popcorn all 
evening! 

 

Article continues overleaf... 

Head of Concierge  

NEW & NOTEWORTHY 

https://www.oxfordski.com/luxury-ski-chalets-hotels/france/morzine/la-grande-maison/
https://www.oxfordski.com/luxury-ski-chalets-hotels/italy/cervinia/
https://www.oxfordski.com/luxury-ski-chalets-hotels/switzerland/zermatt/
https://www.oxfordski.com/luxury-ski-chalets-hotels/italy/cervinia/chalet-la-fenice/
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Chalet Lena 
St. Anton, Austria  ·  Sleeps 18+5  

 

The jewel in St Anton's crown, Chalet Lena epitomises style, luxury and opulence offering guests an 
experience that will be a cherished memory for years to come. 

With around 900m2 of living area there is plenty of space making Chalet Lena ideal for large family 
groups, corporate trips or a party of friends. The chalet can accommodate up to 23 people across five 
floors and nine en-suite bedrooms.  

The exterior of the chalet really does provide that 'wow' factor upon arriving with its elegant design 
more akin to a palatial Georgian house. Once we step inside, a more traditional Alpine charm provides 
guests with the reassurance that they have definitely landed in the Tyrolean mountains. The timber 
walls and neutral calming tones and textures blend to provide a relaxed and cosy atmosphere and the 
contemporary fittings and fixtures throughout will impress even the most discerning traveller.  

The open plan living area creates the most perfect  setting for après ski drinks and its here where 
guests are treated to pre-dinner canapes and champagne before sitting down to a sumptuous dinner, 
regaling over the days events. However, for those looking for quieter moments to recharge, a cinema 
room and designated library area is also available.   

Chalet Lena will surpass all your expectations. The service is exceptional, the chalet unforgettable and 
the St. Anton location, simply stunning.  

 

NEW & NOTEWORTHY 

Head of Chalet Sales 
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https://www.oxfordski.com/luxury-ski-chalets-hotels/austria/st-anton/chalet-lena/
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Featurette 

A Brief History of  
Luxury Catered Chalets 

And why everyone should give it a go 

 
Oxford Ski Company 
Founder & CEO 

Where it All Began 

During the 1990’s, there was a change in the winds 
for where those wanting a luxury escape were 
looking. As adventure and the experience 
economy began to grow, the then typical white 
sands and palm trees saw new competition enter 
the space, competition from the highest peaks of 
Europe. Many would argue that the luxury chalet 
experience has been around significantly longer, 
even back to the 1930’s when British skier Erna 
Low, developed all inclusive escapes to Austria 

with a price tag of 
£15 which included 
travel to and from 
resort, food, 
accommodation, ski 
hire, ski tuition and a 
lesson in German.  

However, as is so 
often the case, little 
remains from those 
early years, save for 
the architectural 
influences.  

During this initial growth period, there was little 
improvement in catered chalets, indeed some 
would say you were lucky if you had warm water in 
the property, bathrooms were shared and the 
rooms were let individually.  

Fast forward to the ‘60s, and with the 
democratisation of travel, package holidays 
boomed, bringing affordable holidays to the 
masses. This meant that travel itself became more 
affordable and participation sky rocketed,  For the 
ski industry, this manifested itself as high-rise 
apartments in key resorts, delivering more rooms 
on a smaller footprint = lower prices. 

By the time the ’80s arrived, skiing was firmly set 
as the holiday of choice for the upwardly mobile, 
meaning hotels, properties, resorts, restaurants 
and every other conceivable facility was expected 
to be of a higher calibre, delivering the service 

“...a price tag of £15 which included 
travel to and from resort, food, 
accommodation, ski hire, ski tuition 
and a lesson in German” 
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which those 
individuals had 
come to expect 
closer to home, 
in the 
mountains. 

With the 
increased availability of places to stay, “chalets” 
became a less competitive proposition and as 
such, went through a much needed rejuvenation. 
In the late ‘80s and early ‘90s we began to see the 
incarnation of what we know and love today.  

When I began operating a small group of chalets in 
Crans Montana and Meribel in the late ‘90s I still 
felt there was significant room for improvement. 
For the most part, these properties were 
“comfortable” but not exceptional, so we set 
about redefining the offering from the ground up… 
Looking back now, those properties were 
pioneering, giving what was then a level of service 
and accommodation which had scarcely been 
seen beyond private homes.  

Where Are We Now? 

Fast forward 20 years and the level of properties 
we now see regularly coming through our 
operators are exceptional. Client demands have 
always driven the changes we see in the service 
sector, and specifically in the luxury ski market, 
where once en-suite facilities would have been 

the primary selling point, it is now hot tubs, pools, 
wine cellars, games room, cinema rooms and yes, 
even bowling alleys… 

Why Book a Luxury Catered Chalet? 

It’s 4:30 in the afternoon and peacefulness 
descends on the resort. The whine of the cable 
cars has stopped, the sea of voices from the 
slopes has subsided, the rhythmical sound of ski 
boots crunching over gritted roads is all that 
reminds you a world still exists outside the chalet 
- and then, a glass of champagne is placed in your 
hand... 

There is genuinely nothing like a luxury catered 
chalet to help you escape the real world, sit back 
and relax. Everything about the experience is there 
to make your life easier and better, from the 
moment you arrive to the moment you depart. 

When you’ve spent the whole day skiing, often in 
separate groups, with some skiers being more 
advanced and others possibly in ski school, 
returning to the chalet to share stories and revel in 
one another’s adventures is a time honoured 
tradition. But add to that a layer of service which 
would stand up against the finest hotels in the 
world, yet it’s exclusively focussed on you and 
your guests. From curated menus, evening 
canapes, private saunas, in-house pools and 
everything in-between you’re able to make the 
most of your time in the mountains - the real 
problem comes when it’s time to leave, and reality 
starts looming large - but there’s always next 
year... 

I genuinely believe that luxury catered chalets 
deliver the best experience for families, corporate 
retreats, friends, or any group of individuals who 
simply want to spend more quality time together 
without the stresses of daily life getting in the way. 
There’s no shopping to do, no cleaning to worry 
about, and your private chef has dinner in hand. I 
implore anyone who has not been able to 
experience a luxury chalet to give it some real 
thought, but be warned, once you’ve done it, you’ll 
never change back. 

Featurette 

“...the level of properties we now see 
regularly coming through our 
operators are exceptional” 
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On Trend. 
On and Off the Piste. 

 
In partnership with 

H ave you missed skiing? The cold pure air, powder for miles, mountain views, sparkles in the 
snow, the corduroy, rumbling ski lifts, the early mornings, the late nights (!), great food, the 
cheese (!), the fine wines, the fun, the ski slope disasters, that fall getting off the chair lift that 

no one forgets to mention….EVER!  Then it’s probably time you set your sights on the slopes again, but 
ensure you’re doing it in style. 

 

Here are our top tips to look on-point this season... 
 

1. Ski Suits Are Back (for some they never went away!) 
Hit the slopes in gorgeous softshell one-piece ski suits for the ultimate chic vibe. From 
seventies retro styles to cat suits these are a great way to be warm, cosy and to make a style 
statement. Fabrics used are waterproof and windproof and so can take a lot of whatever the 
mountains throw at you.  

 
2. The Ultimate Ski Pants 
Black ski pants are a must have / go-to kind of piece. They’re like your favourite pair 
of jeans but for skiing, and they should feel that comfortable too. Most of ours are 
made from WB-400 Schoeller fabric which is stretchy, windproof and water (and 
wine!) resistant, and what’s more, they are incredibly flattering. Key features to look 
out for are high waists and flexible side seams. The high waist helps protect you from 
the cold wind plus it will stop any snow reaching you if you take a tumble—not that 
you would of course... Side seams combined with terrific fabrics keep the ski pants in 
place and prevent them from bagging or wrinkling or sagging. I often pack an extra 
pair as they roll up really small and look great for Après.  
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3. Ski Jackets But Make it Fashion 
Gone are the ski jackets you buy to wear for one activity only. We pride ourselves on 
selecting the best ski wear and that includes choosing styles you’ll want to get more use out 
of. This winter there are cropped jackets, metallics plus longer length ski jackets for extra 
warmth. There are also some fleece ski jackets that are perfectly snuggly but manage to be 
luxurious and wearable too. Flexibility and style mean more bang for your buck. Be après chic 
and slope stylish.   

 

4. Layering is Caring 
You know the drill, but we’ll repeat ‘several thin layers are better than one 
large chunky one’. We love to pop on a thin Falke base layer - these are 
warm and pack a significant insulation punch. Over the top we recommend 
a sports luxe Goldbergh base layer or if it is really cold, a second layer. 
These by Fusalp and Poivre Blanc are a wonderful option as they’re useful 
for après ski too.  

 

5. Snow Boots But Versatile 
Pop on some chunky soled winter boots for the win in the style and safety stakes. Far 
better to be upright when walking around a mountain village! Look for those featuring a 
heavy tread. Ours from Italian brand Olang and Swiss label Inuikii will take you from 
home to mountain easily. Shearling linings plus cool designs…think versatility. Pair with 
jeans or joggers but also with your ski pants—that extra pair you packed, remember... ? 

 

6. Accessories & Necessories 
Sunglasses - we love these from small London label Sienna Alexander.  

Lip balms – your lips will be forever grateful with the Albus & Flora lip balms, with SPF 
25 and packed full of antioxidants and made from only natural ingredients.  

Ski Helmets - helmet hair we don’t care with these stylish ski helmets. To visor or not to visor…it 
genuinely is a big debate, but don’t worry we have goggles too.  

Ski Socks – “I want cold toes” said no skier ever. Our Falke ski socks 
have amazing reviews and with good cause. 

Hats and Beanies - pom pom hats with fleece linings are a real comfort 
and fun to wear.  

Après-ski chic - Sit back and relax in a fab cosy collection of slouchy 
knitwear and down filled gilets.  

 

And with that, I hope I have given you some inspiration for your winter 
holiday. I  know you are going to have the best time! 
 
Look good on the slopes, 

Tamsin, Founder & CEO,  Winternational 

 

www.winternational.co.uk  

Use code: “OSC” for an exclusive 10% discount 

https://www.winternational.co.uk/collections/style-onepiece
https://www.winternational.co.uk/collections/ski-trousers?filter.v.option.colour=900+Black&filter.v.option.colour=Army+Black&filter.v.option.colour=Black&filter.v.option.colour=Black+%28010%29&filter.v.option.colour=Black+01000&filter.v.option.colour=Black
https://www.winternational.co.uk/collections/ski-jackets
https://www.winternational.co.uk/collections/thermals/products/falke-long-sleeved-comfort-fit-black-ski-base-layer
https://www.winternational.co.uk/collections/olang-snow-boots/products/olang-cora-winter-boots-in-black
https://www.winternational.co.uk/collections/style-sunglasses/products/sienna-alexander-belgravia-sunglasses-in-black
https://www.winternational.co.uk/collections/sunscreen
https://www.winternational.co.uk/collections/style-helmet
https://www.winternational.co.uk/collections/goggles
https://www.winternational.co.uk/collections/socks
https://www.winternational.co.uk/collections/hats/products/goldbergh-hodd-white-fur-pom-pom-hat
https://www.winternational.co.uk/collections/clothing
http://www.winternational.co.uk
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Their Expertise 
elevates 

Your Experience 
 

W e’re very proud to have built a team here at Oxford Ski Company which delivers the very 
best advice, acquired through collaboration and personal experience, to ensure we 
remain the leading luxury ski provider in the UK and beyond.  

Sometimes these can simply be seen as hollow words and grandiose claims, so let’s put that to rest. 
We’ve sat with the team to unearth their hot tips and golden nuggets of advice across The Alps, so you 
can be one step ahead of the rest... 

Oxford Ski Company 
Managing Director 

La Plagne and Val d'Isere 

Top Tip: Don't forget your lift pass (yes, we’ve 
all done it) and get some gloves with a built in 
lift pass pcoket, its much easier to swipe 

Best Runs: Plan Milet in Val d'Isere or Mont de 
La Guerre in La Plagne 

Best Apres Spots:  Cocoricos in Val d'Isere, La 
Bergerie in La Plagne  

Hot Properties: Chalet O Valala, Orca / Orso 
and  Chalet Abade 

OXFORD SKI COMPANY SPOTLIGHT 

Senior Chalet Specialist 

Les Arcs and Tignes 

Top Tip: Ski from 12-2pm while everyone else is 
having lunch, the pistes/lift queues will be so 
much quieter 

Best Apres Spots: If you’re in La Plagne, head to  
La Mine or La Bergerie 

Gastro Delights:  Restaurant at The Hotel Carlina, 
or Les Chalets de L'Arc in les Arcs 

Hot Properties:  Chalet Juliette and Dou Lodge  

Head of Apartment Sales 

https://www.oxfordski.com/luxury-ski-chalets-hotels/france/val-disere/chalet-o-valala/
https://www.oxfordski.com/luxury-ski-chalets-hotels/france/val-disere/chalets-orca-and-orso/
https://www.oxfordski.com/luxury-ski-chalets-hotels/france/val-disere/chalet-abade/
https://www.oxfordski.com/luxury-ski-chalets-hotels/france/la-plagne/chalet-juliette/
https://www.oxfordski.com/luxury-ski-chalets-hotels/france/les-arcs/dou-lodge/
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Head of Chalet Sales 

Founder & CEO Chalet Specialist 

Hotel & North America 
Specialist 

Couchevel 1850 and St. Anton  

Top Tip: Make sure you get up in time for first 
lifts at least once during your weeks holiday - it 
is a game changer. 

Best Runs: 106 in St. Anton leads into 104 in 
Stuben (am Alrberg). The views are stunning and 
the piste literally gives you everything you could 
want from a run 

Best Apres Spots:  Krazy Kangaroos in St Anton, 
there is no better place in my mind. 

Hot Properties: Chalet Lena (St Anton), Chalet 
Chez Bugi (St Martin de Belleville) and Le 
Grenier (Meribel) 

Meribel and Verbier 

Top Tip: Read the weather forecast in the 
morning and make sure you take the correct 
lenses for your goggles! If there's a white-out, 
head for the lower pistes with trees to help 
guide you. 

Best Runs: Jerusalem - enjoy the wide, cruisy 
blue and explore the quiet St Martin de Belleville 

Best Apres Spots:  Le Rond Point in Meribel for 
some great live bands 

Hot Properties: Chalet Milou, Chalet Spa and 
Chalet du Vallon 

Final Words: For less confident skiers, the 
Savoleyers ski area in Verbier has gentle blues 
and reds to enjoy and escape the crowds. 

Val d'Isere, Meribel and  
Crans-Montana 

Top Tip: Budget for ski instruction, guides or 
lessons. You can never stop learning and you will 
be skiing the best slopes at the best time of day 

Gastro Delights: Panoramic and Edelweiss in Val 
d'Isere, Les Caves de Creux in Courchevel 

Best Apres Spots:  Bananas in Val d'Isere of 
course... 

Hot Properties: The Arula Chalets, Lech 

Final Words: Explore the Alps, there are so 
many great ski resorts across France, 
Switzerland, Austria and Italy.  

Meribel and San Cassiano 

Top Tip: Put a hand warmer in the same pocket 
as your phone to extend its battery life in colder 
temperatures. 

Gastro Delights: For fine dining in San Cassiano 
head to Restaurant St Hubertus with 3 Michelin 
Stars or check out La Stua di Michil just a  
10-minute drive away 

Best Apres Spots:  In San Cassiano head to 
Rifugio Las Vegas 

Hot Properties: Hotel Rosa Alpina and Hotel 
Ciasa Salares both in San Cassiano 
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Start tailoring your luxury escape 
today by speaking to one of our experts 

 

Are you planning your next escape and need some guidance?  

The specialist team here remain on-hand to assist however 
possible to elevate your alpine experience. 

Call or WhatsApp Us +44(0)1865 817420  

Email enquire@oxfordski.com  

Head of Concierge  Hotel & North America 
Specialist 

Tignes 

Top Tip: Get ski clothing with vents in - it can 
get warmer than you'd think on sunny days, and 
having the ability to let in a little extra air 
especially when you're further down the 
mountain can be really handy! 

Best Runs: From Aiguille Percee down to Les 
Brevieres 

Best Apres Spots:  Head to Cocorico in Val 
Claret or if you're staying in Le Lac, head to Loop 
Bar. 

Hot Properties: Hotel Les Suites - Maison 
Bouvier, 

Morzine 

Top Tip: Invest in a private ski guide to get the 
very best out of the ski area and your time on 
the mountain 

Best Runs: Tulipe, in between Morzine and Les 
Gets 

Best Apres Spots:  Le Tremplin or The Cavern  

Gastro Delights: La Chaudanne 

Hot Properties: La Maison, Joux Plane, and 
Chalet Bouquetin 

Final Words: Don't be put off by Morzine's lower 
altitude. There is always somewhere to ski due 
to its excellent easy access to Avoriaz and the 
650km of the Postes du Soleil 

https://www.oxfordski.com/luxury-ski-chalets-hotels/austria/st-anton/chalet-lena/
https://www.oxfordski.com/luxury-ski-chalets-hotels/france/st-martin-de-belleville/chez-bugi/
https://www.oxfordski.com/luxury-ski-chalets-hotels/france/st-martin-de-belleville/chez-bugi/
https://www.oxfordski.com/luxury-ski-chalets-hotels/france/meribel/chalet-le-grenier/
https://www.oxfordski.com/luxury-ski-chalets-hotels/france/meribel/chalet-le-grenier/
https://www.oxfordski.com/luxury-ski-chalets-hotels/switzerland/verbier/chalet-milou/
https://www.oxfordski.com/luxury-ski-chalets-hotels/switzerland/verbier/chalet-spa/
https://www.oxfordski.com/luxury-ski-chalets-hotels/france/meribel/chalet-du-vallon/
https://www.oxfordski.com/luxury-ski-chalets-hotels/austria/lech/the-arula-chalets/
https://www.oxfordski.com/luxury-ski-chalets-hotels/italy/san-cassiano/hotel-rosa-alpina/
https://www.oxfordski.com/luxury-ski-chalets-hotels/italy/san-cassiano/hotel-ciasa-salares/
https://www.oxfordski.com/luxury-ski-chalets-hotels/italy/san-cassiano/hotel-ciasa-salares/
https://www.oxfordski.com/luxury-ski-chalets-hotels/france/tignes/hotel-les-suites-maison-bouvier/
https://www.oxfordski.com/luxury-ski-chalets-hotels/france/tignes/hotel-les-suites-maison-bouvier/
https://www.oxfordski.com/luxury-ski-chalets-hotels/france/morzine/la-maison/
https://www.oxfordski.com/luxury-ski-chalets-hotels/france/morzine/chalet-joux-plane/
https://www.oxfordski.com/luxury-ski-chalets-hotels/france/morzine/chalet-bouquetin/
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WHAT’S NEW 
In Resort for ‘22/23 

A  lot has happened in the past 12 months, and for those who haven't had the chance to return to 
the mountains for a few years, there has been plenty going on. This time last year, we 
announced fresh infrastructure for Verbier with the updated Medran lift,  a treetop summer 

walking platform installed in Laax, a piste makeover for the little ones in Meribel and of course the 10 
metre cantilever viewing deck built in Morzine… So what does this year have in-store for us all? 

 

 

New Infrastructure in the 3 Valleys: 

In Méribel Mottaret, the vintage cabins of the Plattières 3 gondola have been replaced by the new 
Bouquetin chairlift, such that you will be sped to the top in just 2 and a half minutes, without having to 
take off your skis. 

Accessible to both up and down traffic also by pedestrians, this latest generation 6-seater chairlift 
allows you to access the resorts of Saint-Martin-de-Belleville or Les Menuires in the blink of an eye to 
make the most of the largest ski area in the world! 

NEWS 

Concierge and Product Specialist Pre-Arrival Concierge  
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On the magnificent La Masse sector, a state-of-the-art gondola lift now leaves from the eponymous 
plateau to reach the summit at an altitude of 2804m. This is one of the fastest gondolas in France and 
covers the 1,050m difference in altitude in 8 minutes instead of the previous 25!  

With the replacement of the 3 Vallées Express gondola in Orelle and the creation of a new gondola 
linking Orelle directly to the Cime Caron, skiers can go from 900m to 2300m in a mere 15 minutes.  

 

Zermatt to Get New Cable Car: 
Construction of a brand new cable 
car which will ferry between 
Zermatt to Furi is due be completed 
for winter 2023-24 (not long to wait), 
with work having started this spring. 
Capable of carrying up to 100 people 
in each cabin, this impressive cable 
car will whisk passengers up the 
mountain at 10 meters per second. 

Having originally opened in 1964, the previous lift has served guests well, but as Zermatt continues to 
be at the forefront of innovation and development, the new lift will increase capacity by a third, 
reducing wait-times and increasing piste-time. 

 

Two New Lifts for Whistler: 
As Creekside has developed over the years and 
become an increasingly popular destination for 
guests, it was only a matter of time before the 
infrastructure was due an upgrade. The existing 
quad chairlift (Big Red Express) will be replaced 
with a 6-seater lift, increasing speed and 
capacity. In addition, the existing six-seater lift 
operating out of Creekside will be upgraded to 
a new high-speed 8-person gondola. The 
gondola that currently services Creekside — 

the site of Whistler Mountain's first-ever lifts — was originally installed in 1996, while Big Red Express 
began spinning the following year.  

This all forms part of the $300m investment in upgrades across 14 of the Vail resorts’ portfolio of 40 
locations.  
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The World Championships are Coming : 
The 2023 Alpine World Ski Championships will be held in Méribel and 
Courchevel from February 6th to 19th. 

This event is one of the most important sporting events in the world of alpine 
skiing and will bring together the best athletes from around the world. 

It will take place over a two-week period and will include both women's and 
men's competitions. 

An excellent opportunity to see the best athletes in the world compete on the 
slopes of the Eclipse in Courchevel and the Roc de Fer in Méribel. 

 

Alpine Rollercoaster Under Construction in Les Gets: 
An alpine rollercoaster is under construction 
in Les Gets - Page Officielle and it’ll be open 
all year around! There’ll be 35 sledges , a 714-
metre descent spanning 105 metres of 
altitude difference in the Perrieres sector and 
the ride lasts almost six minutes!   

We are awaiting further detail on opening 
dates and progress, but we’re excited to get 
strapped in and flying down the mountain.. 

 

Matterhorn Alpine Crossing: 
The vision of crossing the Alps between Zermatt 
and Italy in a single cable car journey will 
become a reality in spring 2023. A 3S cable car 
is currently under construction on the section 
between the Klein Matterhorn and Testa Grigia.   

Until now, it has only been possible to ski from 
Zermatt in Switzerland to neighbouring Breuil-
Cervinia in Italy and back in winter. The 
construction of a new 3S cable car from the 
Matterhorn glacier paradise (Klein Matterhorn) 
to Testa Grigia completes the continuous cable 

car link between Switzerland and Italy and makes it possible to cross the Alps without skis and without 
getting your feet wet.   
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Hotels of 

Distinction in  

Courchevel 1850 
 

Properties deserving of their Palace status accolades 
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FEATURE - HOTELS OF DISTINCTION 

T here is an exclusive club up in the mountains, where membership can not be bought or 
bartered, it is a membership of recognition, for the very finest properties across France. - we 
are very lucky to work with 5 such properties in the luxury resort of Courchevel. Known for its 

high-rollers, fine dining, impeccable ski area and boutique shopping, it is little surprise that this is 
where some of the finest hotels in the country are to be found. 

Created in 2010, the “Palace” distinction is a prestigious label which celebrates and recognises the 
finest hotels in France, of which there are currently 31 properties to carry the stamp of approval.... 

 

 

The Cheval Blanc is a firm favourite with the VIPs of the fashion industry. This elegant and luxurious 
hotel boasts several in-house, designer boutiques to satisfy its clientele′s appetite for couture. The 
atmosphere is stylish and sophisticated throughout the five floors and 34 rooms of the hotel. 
Photography and ′object d′art′ adorn the walls and complimentary products from LVMH brands are 
readily available. The Cheval Blanc's many balconies provide the perfect setting to enjoy the 
spectacular views of the Courchevel landscape. 

When Only the Best Will Do,  

Settle Down at a Courchevel Palace. 

1. Hotel Le Cheval Blanc 

Courchevel 1850, France  ·  36 Rooms & Suites  

Oxford Ski Company 
Managing Director 
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The rooms of this luxury ski hotel subtly demonstrate the hotel′s Savoyarde origins with small touches 
whilst providing state-of-the-art technology throughout. Unwind after a full day of skiing in a deep-
bathtub with your favourite film playing on the bathroom′s wall-imbedded plasma screen. Choose one 
of the hotel′s suites with private hammam for a glamorous and intimate haven to relax in. 

Spread over five floors, all rooms are spacious and offer a living area. Depending on their orientation 
they have either a terrace or a balcony with stunning views. All rooms also have a separate dressing 
room, large bathroom with bathtub and separate hammam shower equipped with chromotherapy. The 
finest materials blend with unique pieces of art to give the rooms a distinctive style and personality.  

An excellent hotel which holds its own among Courchevel’s impressive collection of 5* hotels, the 
Barriere Les Neiges, hails from the established French brand of luxurious hotels ‘Barriere’. Boasting an 
ideal location, you will find Barriere Les Neiges is ski in, ski out right on the Bellecote piste and within 
the main village of Courchevel 1850. Its aim is to be an ultra-luxurious hotel, suitable for all. 

Decorated in a chalet design, you will find 42 rooms and spacious suites set over 7 floors, including a 3 
bedroom luxurious apartment. Two restaurants, bar, live music every evening and a large terrace for 
après ski. Children and teens are kept entertained with the ‘Petit VIP’ kids club and private cinema 
room. 

To complete the hotels high ultra-luxurious standard, it is home to the resorts largest spa. Over 1,000 
sqm of space, with a hair salon, various pools, thermal experiences and an outdoor Jacuzzi facing the 
mountains. 

Each of the rooms and suites ooze warmth, charm and a refined style starting with Superior Rooms (35 
sqm) up to Prestige Suites (116 sqm). The Alpine décor blends elegantly with a contemporary feel. Most 
of the spacious rooms within the hotel include a lounge area, large dressing room and bathroom with 
bathtub, shower and separate WC. Almost all rooms open out onto a balcony or terrace with chairs 
and warm blankets so you can enjoy the views over the surrounding snow-capped mountains. Some of 
the rooms feature interconnecting doors, perfect for families. .  

2. Hotel Barriere Les Neiges 

Courchevel 1850, France  ·  42 Rooms & Suites  

Discover Hotel Le Cheval Blanc 

https://www.oxfordski.com/luxury-ski-chalets-hotels/france/courchevel-1850/cheval-blanc/
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With one of the largest spas in Courchevel (over 1,000 sqm of space), the Diane Barrière Spa offers 
signature treatments from Biologique Recherche, specifically designed for winter sports, in 7 treatment 
rooms including a couples room. Further to the spa there is a hair salon and a fitness room equipped 
with the latest gym technology and a private coach. 

The Hotel L'Apogee is part of the luxurious Oetker Collection, linked to several world-renowned hotels 
such as The Bristol in Paris and Hotel Du Cap Eden Roc in Antibes, South of France. The Hotel L’Apogee 
is the first luxury ski hotel of this collection, offering an ideal ski-in/ski-out location in Courchevel 1850, 
along with superb facilities including a large spa, indoor pool and great restaurant. 

The Hotel L'Apogee in Courchevel 1850 is perfect for adults looking to relax and unwind with fantastic 
dining and well-being options, as well as families with excellent children's facilities. 

The 53 rooms and suites at L'Apogee are contemporary styled by designer India Mahdavi. All the 
rooms are furnished with bespoke pieces, custom made by local craftsmen specifically for the hotel. 
The rooms at L'Apogée are some of the most spacious in Courchevel, with interconnecting options 
between rooms and suites for the convenience of families.  

The beautiful L'Apogee Spa is the perfect place to relax and unwind after a busy day on the slopes. 
With luxury products by La Prairie the spa features an indoor pool, various saunas, hamman, Bania 
Lounge Suite, Beauty Salon, hairdresser and a Fitness Centre 

There are also five treatment rooms offering a selection of luxurious spa and massage treatments, 
including a duo cabin for couples’ treatments. 

Discover Hotel Barriere Les Neiges 

3. Hotel L'Apogee 

Courchevel 1850, France  ·  53 Rooms & Suites  

Discover Hotel L'Apogee 
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Courchevel has made an international reputation for itself as being an innovator in Alpine luxury. Hotel 
Le K2 Palace, a five star development extends that legacy further. This luxury ski hotel is comprised of 
a hamlet of five luxury chalets with 30 rooms in total. It has an excellent location with ski-in/ski-out 
access to the Cospillot piste, close to the centre of 1850 and offering magnificent views over the 
valley. The Hotel Le K2 Palace has been designed with the Alps and Himalayas in mind, blending a mix 
of traditional and contemporary features. 

The facilities offered at Le K2 Palace are exceptional; a large spa with a light, water and fire theme, 
swimming pool with panoramic scenic views, luxury boutiques, cinema room and a video games room 
all keep you entertained off the slopes. 

All rooms and suites are comfortable, spacious and decorated to give a modern take on Alpine and 
Tibetan themes. They contain an iPad/iPod docking station, LED screen, PlayStation III, balcony or 
terrace, dressing area, minibar and a safe.  

With a Fire, Ice and Water element theme, the hotel’s 550 sqm Goji Spa provides its guests with 
superb facilities in a relaxed and exclusive atmosphere. With innovative Valmont treatments and 
cosmetics, the Goji Spa offers a selection of beauty and massage treatments. The hotel’s infinity pool 
enjoys beautiful views across the valley whilst other facilities include a hammam, herbal tea room, hair 
dressing salon and a state of the art fitness centre.  

For younger guests the K2's children's club is a fantastic grotto full of toys, slides and fun activities 
under the supervision of the hotel's team. For teenagers looking for a place to relax the K2 Palace 
offers a cool lounge with arcade games, simulators, pool, air hockey and a recording studio on hand to 
keep everyone entertained. This is all rounded off by the fantastic private cinema available for 
screenings on request.  

 

 

 

4. Hotel Le K2 Palace 

Courchevel 1850, France  ·  30 Rooms & Suites  

Discover Hotel Le K2 Palace 

https://www.oxfordski.com/luxury-ski-chalets-hotels/france/courchevel-1850/hotel-barriere-les-neiges/
https://www.oxfordski.com/luxury-ski-chalets-hotels/france/courchevel-1850/hotel-lapogee/
https://www.oxfordski.com/luxury-ski-chalets-hotels/france/courchevel-1850/hotel-le-k2-palace/
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Tucked away in a pretty forest in Courchevel 1850, the Hotel Les Airelles is a winter wonderland for 
children and adults alike. With an ice rink, carousel, ice grotto, supervised game′s room and swimming 
pool, this luxury ski hotel has plenty to keep all members of the family busy during their stay. The Hotel 
Les Airelles offers ski-in/ski-out access in Courchevel 1850 onto the gentle pistes of the Jardin Alpin 
that run toward the centre of the resort. 

At lunchtime, La Table des Airelles is transformed into a unique feast experience, opening out onto the 
terrace on sunny days which you can reach directly from the slopes. At dinner time, there are three 
choices of restaurant, including Michelin starred chef Pierre Gagnaire′s Italian concept restaurant 
PieroTT. 

La Mer Spa for Les Airelles has all the facilities you would expect from a top class hotel. Relax next to 
the swimming pool, enjoy the bubbles in either the indoor and outdoor whirlpools, experience the 
beneficial effects of the various saunas and hammam, jet shower system with mood audio-visual 
displays or the snow and ice grotto. There is also a fully equipped fitness centre. 

The spa offers a selection of beauty and massage treatments by La Mer including intraceutical 
treatments and shirodhara massage as well as having an in house barbers shop and hairdressing salon. 

The Children's Kingdom is a magical wonderland for younger guests. Under the supervision of the 
hotels dedicated childcare staff children can enjoy activities such as Ski-joering, cooking classes with 
the hotel's pastry chef, hockey on the ice rink and the magic of Benjamin Crane. 

 

For further information of any of the properties featured here or throughout this 
Season Preview, please do not hesitate in contacting a member of the team here at 

Oxford Ski Company— +44 1865 817 420 / inspire@oxfordski.com  

5. Hotel Les Airelles 

Courchevel 1850, France  ·  48 Rooms & Suites  

Discover Hotel Les Airelles 
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Elevating Your Experience 

+44 1865 817 420    |  inspire@oxfordski.com  |  www.oxfordski.com 

Our expert in-house team, gives you access to 
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https://www.oxfordski.com/luxury-ski-chalets-hotels/france/courchevel-1850/hotel-les-airelles/
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In Partnership with Victor, Private Air Charters 
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The Changing Face of 
Luxury Air Travel 

I t’s no secret that travel has undergone 
something of a revolution over the past few 
years. With the travel risks and restrictions  of 

the pandemic, combined with a considerably 
elevated awareness for the climate, the aviation 
industry has seen a change which no-one 
expected: an increase in private jet usage. Those 
whom used to travel first-class are now flying 
private, especially for short haul charters. This may 
seem counter intuitive to the idea of protecting 
our global climate, however as we discussed 12 
months ago, we can only improve our air travel by 
continuing  to invest in it, thus allowing increased 
research and development, whether that comes in 
the form or electric flight, hydrogen fuels or even 
synthetic fuels—stopping flying is not the answer, 
and for so many is not an option—plus, the 
tourism economy of so many communities and 
countries rely on air travel to provide a frictionless 
transit of guests to and from  destinations. 

To really get under the skin of the situation and 
the evolution which air travel has seen, we spoke 
to Victor Co-CEO Toby Edwards, to understand 
how they operate luxury private jet charters, why 
there has been a resurgence, how it is more 
accessible than many think and not forgetting how 
they can do so with a constant eye on the 
environmental impact…. 

Toby, for so many the idea of chartering 
a private jet just doesn’t add-up, but 
what would you say are the unique 
experiences of a private jet charter like 
for those who haven’t explored this 
option before? 

 

It is utterly seamless. 

For starters, the time between arriving at the 
private jet terminal in your chauffeur driven car 
and departing is a matter of minutes, rather than 
hours. 

The pilots - and crew, depending on the size of the 
aircraft - will ensure sure you feel relaxed prior to 
take off offering you a drink, or showing you 
hidden away cupboards where snacks and 
refreshments can be found. 

Flying private for the first time you will appreciate 
both the intimacy alongside your family or friends 
as well as more subtle experiences such as easily 
being able to look out the cockpit window as well 
as both sides, or the rapid acceleration and 
subsequent short time on the runway during take-
off. 

The level of privacy is absolute. Two sets of 
families, and a nanny can fit on one aircraft, so 
that you can relax into holiday-mode from the 
moment you take off. 

Arriving is less stressful too... 

No long queues clearing passport control, and no 
worries about whether your ski equipment has 
been damaged on the way. And of course, you 
have arrived at your chosen airport, which is likely 
to be closer to your end destination. Flying into 
Chambery, for example, is much closer to most 
major ski resorts than any other main international 
airport. 

 

Head of Concierge  

“Huge investment is 
necessary over the next two 
decades, but it is the cost 
versus the value that 
everyone should get behind 
for the sake of our future.” 
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The travel industry has clearly been 
shaken up over the past 2 years or 
more, how has your business changed? 

First Covid, then the war in Ukraine – both have 
had a significant impact on our business – 
predominantly in terms of operational changes in 
adapting to ‘new normals’. Fortunately the 
business has remained robust and profitable 
throughout, however we’ve had to adapt our 
processes as a result. 

At a high-level, it has been even more important 
than ever to be able to provide a best-in-class, 
high- touch customer service to our customers. 

The travel restrictions that came with Covid 
meant our team had to stay updated with 
continuously changing rules, and help our clients 
handle all the new paperwork in advance to avoid 
any issues that could jeopardise their experience 
with us on the day. 

We work with hundreds of operators worldwide 
who had to manage their own new challenges such 
as aircraft cleanliness and the safety of their crew, 
so the role of brokers grew. 

We also introduced Victor Rescue, which is a 
direct response service offering personalised 24/7 
emergency and mission-critical support. The 
process has been designed with transparency and 
compassion in mind, and it is both flexible and 
reliable. It was utilised during the initial height of 
the pandemic to fly people safely back home, and 
quickly. 

The war in Ukraine and subsequent sanctions on 
Russians similarly added to our list of 
responsibilities. We had to immediately introduce 
a new passenger declaration form, as well as 
update our Member Terms & Conditions. 

Fortunately, between us, we have a lot of years’ 
experience within the Victor team, which helped 
us quickly adapt in both instances. I couldn’t be 
prouder of the resilience the team has shown 
during such shaky times. 

Private aviation has grown in popularity across 
both business and personal travel. People are 
looking for more sheltered, private travel since the 

pandemic began, and that has only been 
heightened by the travel chaos we are 
experiencing now. Summer 2021 was our busiest 
ever year, and we are already experiencing new 
records for 2022. We have also seen a surge in 
clients which has been reassuring. 

 

Innovation is a huge part of the aviation 
industry, not just making things more 
luxurious or bigger, but searching for 
solutions to real problems. How do you 
see aviation changing in the years to 
come? 

At Victor we believe in a better way to fly. Our aim 
is to become the no.1 on-demand charter 

business worldwide, so we’re passionate about 
innovation. During the past 10 years, a lot of our 

investment has gone into technology, for instance 
‘paperless’ charter contracts (funny, that this felt 
like a big deal at the time, yet is now the norm) 
and creating an omnichannel platform for our 
customers. 
I believe sustainability will drive the most change 
over the years to come though. For the aviation 
industry to achieve Net Zero continuous 
innovation will be necessary. More info about how 
Victor is approaching sustainability can be found 
here. 

“We are delighted 
to be pioneering 
SAF (Sustainable 
Aviation Fuel) 
through our 
partnership with 
Neste…” 

Victor Co-CEO Toby Edwards 

https://www.flyvictor.com/en-gb/flying-sustainably/
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We are delighted to be pioneering SAF 
(Sustainable Aviation Fuel) through our 
partnership with Neste, by offering this to 
customers on every booking, giving them the 
opportunity to reduce their emissions by up to 
80% each time. But this needs to be more widely 
adopted across the industry, and we want to see 
others offering this. We are all working together 
towards our Net Zero goals, and we can only get 
there by learning from one another and making 
changes, fast. 

 

Obviously we’re focused on the ski 
aspect of private travel; how many 
charters would you ordinarily expect to 
handle in a ski season? 

From December to February, half-term charter 
flights for ski holidays are a really important part 
of our business. Due to Covid we missed the 
whole season, if not a season and a half, of skiing. 
It is particularly beneficial to charter a jet for skiing 
holidays as it provides easier access to resorts 
and chalets via smaller local airports which are far 
closer to where you may be staying - a great way 
to reduce transport times. For many customers, 
time is limited. If you only have three days to ski, 
being able to maximise time on the slope by 
reducing your journey length is only possible by 
flying private. Naturally it is also easier with your 
luggage - you can take your own skis/equipment 

as you choose the size of luggage hold when you 
select your aircraft. With this, you can also almost 
completely avoid the fear of lost or damaged 
luggage. 

These days, 20% of charter flights from December
-February are for ski related trips. Flying privately 
gives the chance to avoid the busy hubs such as 
major airports, and instead fly straight to regional 
airports that are less than an hour from the slopes 
by car or helicopter transfer. We offer our clients 
the option to be greeted directly off the plane, 
and when they arrive at their chalets or hotels, 
they can be sure that their ski passes and 
equipment will have been prepared in advance so 
they can get straight on the slopes. 

 

Like so many things in this world, it is 
often hard to distinguish one option 
from another. How does Victor define 
its unique offering to stand out from the 
rest? 

1. Best in class customer service - every member 
has a dedicated personal account manager. 

2. Transparency – At Victor we disclose all the 
information that we think is necessary upfront for 
a client to make decision – tail number, operator, 
photos, insurance certificates – choose most 
appropriate options – creating a trust between 
our clients and Victor. 

3. Climate Action – Continuing with transparency, 
in 2018 we began offsetting the emissions of our 
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flights, and by 2019 we were offsetting 200% of emissions on every 
flight at no additional cost to our customers. In the middle of last year 
we started disclosing fuel emissions on every quote, enabling 
customers to choose the most sustainable option by seeing side by 
side which jet produces the lowest carbon emissions. Our new 
industry-leading partnership with Neste now also allows customers to 
choose to reduce the carbon emissions of their flight by up to 80% by 
purchasing Neste MY SAF™ on any booking worldwide. 

 

There’s no avoiding the elephant in the room for so 
many; cost. Do you foresee that with improvements in 
aviation and a potential move to electric flight, that 
private jet charters could be more accessible in the 
future, rather than less? 

From my experience over the past 10 years, flying private has become more accessible than it once 
was, partly due to the internet and ease of research. Before, it was quite a closed industry, and 
although the price is still relatively similar – one could argue that it will always be expensive – flying 
private is certainly more readily available.. 

The price has actually gone up in the past six months due to fuel accounting for 20-30% of overall 
flight cost, before SAF. The cost to fly private might be increasing, but chartering a jet on demand is 
actually the least expensive way to fly private. We’re in a good position, we arrange a lot of flights for 
new customers, people who have never flown private before – there is no looking back once you’ve 
tried it! 

 

Many would argue that air travel is a huge contributor to our global climate 
issues, how do you see the aviation industry actually being a force for good? 

At a high level, aviation contributes about 3% to GHG emissions with business aviation accounting for 
around 0.04%. So although our sector isn’t currently one of the highest emitting sectors, the projected 
growth – coupled with the fact that aviation is a ‘hard to abate’ sector - means that action needs to be 
taken now to ensure our industry stays on track to meet the goals of the Paris Agreement. I think the 
important point is that if the growth of the aviation sector over the next year is not taken seriously, it 
will account for 20 -25% of GHG emissions by 2050 so it is vital for stakeholders within aviation to 
prioritise sustainability and make it a critical point. Globally, aviation contributes trillions to the global 
economy and people need to look at sustainability as an investment opposed to a cost. Huge 
investment is necessary over the next two decades, but it is the cost versus the value that everyone 
should get behind for the sake of our future. 

“From my 
experience over 
the past 10 years, 
flying private has 
become more 
accessible than it 
once was” 
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Discover the Latest Properties  
Making Waves in The Alps 
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T he excitement of visiting a new hotel is only matched by the excitement of heading to the 
slopes in the first place. We’re very excited to bring you two new hotels opening for the 22/23 
season. Located in St. Martin de Belleville and Cervinia, these properties may encourage you to 

explore beyond your usual favourites, something we could all possibly do more. 

Both carrying a 5-star rating, these latest properties are sure to bring all the opulence, elegance and 
quality which The Alps has come to demand of it’s hotels.  

Head of Sales, Hotels and North America  

Cervinia , Italy  ·  92 Rooms & Suites  

Hotel & North America 
Specialist 

Focussed on championing Italian culture and service, the Valtur Cervinia Cristallo Resort is a fantastic 
property that offers exceptional comfort and relaxation. Designed with warm wood and contrasting 
slate, the hotel combines contemporary décor with timeless furnishings to provide a truly luxurious 
stay. 

There is no shortage of excellent facilities, with a multitude of dining options; an in-house boutique 
selling the best fashion brands; a spa that spans over 1,400 sqm; and Kid's Clubs for all ages, the Valtur 
Cervinia Cristallo offers something for the whole family to enjoy. Out on the Terrazza Cervino, guests 

https://www.oxfordski.com/luxury-ski-chalets-hotels/italy/cervinia/valtur-cervinia-cristallo-ski-resort/
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can soak up the sun and appreciate the glorious panoramic scenery with an impressive view of the 
Matterhorn.  

Just a short five minute walk from the town centre and ski lifts, the Valtur Cervinia Cristallo is the 
perfect hotel to enjoy the Breuil-Cervinia ski domain that offers a fantastic range of intermediate and 
advanced level skiing. Alternatively, the complimentary shuttle service from the hotel to the town 
centre means guests can enjoy the resort at any time to enjoy the plethora of cafes and boutique 
shops.  

 

Spanning over 1,400 sqm, the spa at the Valtur Cervinia Cristallo is one of the largest in Cervinia and 
provides a perfect opportunity to relax and unwind after a long day on the slopes. 800 sqm of this 
space is taken by the large swimming pool which is open daily from 10:30 to 19:30 and 600 sqm for 
the exclusive Miele Spa (open from 10:00 to 21:00). The spa path lasts one hour and includes a mini-
pool with hydromassage, Turkish bath, sauna, bio sauna, ice waterfall, emotional shower, salt wall. In 
addition and upon request, guests can enjoy a number of massage and beauty treatments in any of 
the private cabins in the spa. The fully equipped gym is open daily from 08:00 to 19:30. 

Please note that access to the Miele spa is subject to prior reservation and at an additional cost. 
Swimming pool and gym access are included in the room rate.  
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The Valtur Cervinia Cristallo offers supervised kids clubs for children of all ages. The MiniClub is open 
to children aged 3 - 6, the KidsClub for those aged 7-10, the TeensClub for 11-13, and the TribeClub for 
14-17. Accompanying these Kids Clubs is a full programme of activities and entertainment to ensure 
that all guests staying at the hotel are well looked after. 

Gargantua 

Offering a wide range of dishes to suit all 

dietary needs, the Gargantua is a buffet-

style restaurant for guests to enjoy at 

any meal of the day. 

Materia 

With a focus on local products, the Materia restaurant offers an extensive menu to appease all culinary preferences 

and desires.  

Bolla Club/Bar 

For the exclusive use of 5* hotel guests, the Bolla Bar offers a great spot to enjoy a glass of bubbles or the finest 

spirits. In the evening, the space is open for all to enjoy live music and DJ sets. 

The Theatre Bistro 

The Theatre is the hotel's relaxed international bistro dining option with a wide choice of cold dishes, salads, and 

snacks.  

The Fire Place Bar 

Located in the lobby of the hotel, the Fire Place Bar is an ideal place to enjoy a relaxed drink or cocktail in the 

evenings after a day on the slopes. 

Valtur Executive Lounge 

An exclusive area for 5* hotel guests to enjoy soft drinks, light refreshments and savoury snacks throughout the day 

at set times. 

NEWS - HOT HOTELS 
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Hotel & North America 
Specialist 

St. Martin de Belleville , France  ·  25 Rooms & Suites  

T he M Lodge & Spa in St Martin de Belleville is a luxury boutique property with access to the 
largest ski domain in the world, the Three Valleys. With only 25 rooms and suites, the property 
manages to maintain the levels of service expected at the biggest hotels across the Alps 

whilst also retaining the small mountain hamlet aesthetic that is so prevalent across St Martin. The 
property is built in line with typical alpine authenticity, with larch wood, local stones, and slate 
roofs.  With the fantastic Spa du M, which features a beautiful 16 metre indoor swimming pool, sauna, 
and multiple treatment rooms, the M Lodge & Spa is a fantastic property from which to enjoy 
relaxation and wellness.   
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With three massage rooms, an indoor 16 metre swimming pool, and a gym area, the Spa at M Lodge 
prioritises wellness in every way. Upon request, guests can book beauty treatments and massages to 
ensure that they are able to enjoy all the hotel has to offer.  

La Table Du M Lodge 
With an extensive wine and cocktail bar, themed restaurant and lively lounge, the Table du M Lodge 
provides a vibrant and unique place to be in St Martin de Belleville. Serving a range of food from 
charcuteries and cheeseboards, to Peruvian ceviches and sushi, the restaurant at M Lodge is sure to 
provide something for all tastes.  

NEWS - HOT HOTELS 

https://www.oxfordski.com/luxury-ski-chalets-hotels/france/st-martin-de-belleville/m-lodge-spa/
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A Taste of Japan  
in the Heart of Courchevel 

In Partnership with Hotel Aman Le Melezin, Courchevel  

E stablished under the name of Le Savoy in 1957, Le Melezin's architecture has the appearance of 
a country manor. Situated on the side of the Bellecôte ski slope that runs into the heart 
of Courchevel 1850, this five star hotel is perfectly located for ski-in/ski-out convenience.  

Always looking to innovate and offer a unique experience for clients and guests, Le Melezin has 
developed a well deserved reputation for its Japanese inspired cuisine and cocktails. The restaurant, 
Nama, serves world class Japanese gastronomy experiences every day whilst lunch and light 
refreshments can be enjoyed at The Bar, opening out to a terrace with wood burners and blankets. 
Guests of Aman Le Melezin can also choose their half board benefits in six local restaurants, from fine 
dining to the open air La Folie Douce in Meribel.  

Head of Sales, Hotels and North America  

Cocktail Masterclasses  
 

Offering Courchevel’s largest sake and Japanese 
whiskey collection, as well as a range of exclusive 
house cocktails, the Bar is a convivial space in 
which to while away an evening with its plush-
velvet stools, parquet floors and mesmerizing 
mountain views. Or choose to unwind in the cozy 
Library or the oak-panelled Salon next to a roaring 
log fire. The drinks and views are just as fine.  

Aman Le Mélézin 
offers a cocktail 
class at the bar 
every Wednesday 
at 6pm, available 
for a maximum of 
four adults. Under 
the expert 
guidance of the 
hotel’s Mixologist, 
guests will learn 

how to make three signature cocktails, as well as one 
mocktail, with all recipes shared afterwards. Using the 
best ingredients and spirits, this experience will allow 
you to discover the secrets of making unexpected 
blends.  

 

Nama Restaurant  
 

Reservations are essential at what has become one of 
the region’s most lauded restaurants, where we 
celebrate elevated traditional Japanese cuisine. Open 
for breakfast, lunch and dinner, Nama serves exquisite 
sashimi, sushi and signature dishes such as succulent 
Wagyu beef and Otoro tuna, as well as a range of 
warming ramen dishes. Every dish is imbued with a 
strong sense of its locale, focusing on the finest 
ingredients available.  
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Buy.    
Rent.  

Recycle. 
 

How one bus iness  is  making  a  stand aga inst  c l imate  cha nge ,   
one out f it  at  a  t ime.  

 
Our concierge team sat down with EcoSKi founder, Rachael Westbrook, to get 

under the skin of the company making waves on the slopes. 

BRAND PARTNERSHIP 
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Q: What was the catalyst for starting EcoSki? 

A: The realisation that pretty much everything we 
use and wear to enjoy the mountains is made out 
of plastic — our skis, boots, helmets, gloves, 
backpacks, jackets, pants, even baselayers. I felt 
such a hypocrite polluting and damaging the 
very thing we loved and wanted to protect each 
time we went skiing. I thought I was pretty 
switched on about the environment, I knew we 
could help reduce our footprint by choosing how 
we travelled, where we stayed, what we ate, what 
we wasted etc but I hadn't ever considered just 
how damaging our clothing was. That was the 
start of my journey of realisation. Everything 
about the clothing we wear contributes to our 
glaciers melting. From the oil extraction for raw 
materials right through to end-of-life, the 
footprint of our skiwear is huge and much of it an 
unnecessary contributor to global warming.  

  

Q: How do the two sides of your business complement one another? It seems an ambitious 
decision to offer the choice of both purchase and rental, especially in this competitive, seasonal, 
online retail market.  

A: Hugely ambitious! We effectively run four different businesses under one roof, all of which carry 
equal weight because the simple fact is that there isn't one sustainable solution. 

I can't categorically say that renting kit is a more sustainable choice to buying. It depends how many 
times you use it and how you look after it. It's not an environmentally sound choice to rent kit if you ski 
three or four times a season because it needs to be cleaned, sterilised and transported. But if you're a 
family of five with growing children needing new kit for your annual ski holiday then renting is definitely 
better than buying new. It really does depend on your circumstances. Rental also allows skiers to try 
before they buy — we are happy to sell the kit at the end of the rental period, at RRP minus the rental 
fee, if customers really love the items they’ve used. We’ve been quite surprised by how many people 
took this option last season. 

Our repair service is vital — repairing needs to be easier and become the norm. We work in partnership 
with the fantastic ACS Clothing in Scotland and the amazing specialists at Lancashire Sports Repair 
who can repair anything! The pre-owned arm (EcoSki’d) is also crucial — if someone decides they want 
or need an upgrade they might decide to buy better, or of course rent. What's crucial is the existing, 
hard-wearing kit that no longer suits their needs doesn't go to waste. EcoSki’d ensures this is repaired, 
reproofed and put back in circulation. 

  

Q: This summer we have already seen significant impact on our winter playgrounds with glacier 
damage and fires – what actions do you believe every skier should consider their responsibility? 

 A: Simply put, absolutely everything we do, buy and waste contributes to global warming, which in turn 
dictates the future of snow sports. Food waste, single-use plastic and fast fashion are unnecessarily 
contributing huge amounts to global warming and melting of the ice caps that cool our climate. Simply 
producing all three causes catastrophic carbon emissions, let alone when food, plastic and cheap 
clothing is wasted and ends in landfill to produce methane (which, as a greenhouse gas, is 80 times 
more effective at trapping heat than carbon dioxide). The increased heat in the air also results in 
increased moisture which ultimately means much wetter weather is on the horizon, too. I predict 

“I knew we could help 
reduce our footprint 
by choosing how we 
travelled, where we 
stayed, what we ate, 
what we wasted…” 

Rachael Westbrook 

EcoSki Founder 
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extreme, unpredictable weather patterns and an increased number of avalanches.  

If we all made a conscious effort to cut all unnecessary items out of our lives and really worked hard to 
waste as little as possible, things could look very different. Taking a re-usable water bottle and coffee 
cup and using refillables really are the easiest swaps you can make and they all add up. Every fraction 
of a degree matters and every change counts.  

  

Q: Kitting out children is an expensive task, especially for something they only wear for perhaps 
one or two weeks in a winter and is then too small come the following season. How can the EcoSki 
rental service overcome this challenge? 

A: This buy-cheap-wear-once-throw-away mindset is exactly what EcoSki has set out to change. 
Cheap ski kit might cost less in financial terms but the environmental cost is astronomical. Renting is a 
sustainable solution for a growing family, massively reducing waste and at a similar price (or less) than 
buying cheap kit.  

We also help parents by sending rental items fully cleaned, reproofed, repaired and sterilised — with 
no need to wash it before sending back. If something goes wrong we will help fix it for you, no catch. 

What we rent is high quality, too, so your child is going to be guaranteed warm, breathable, water- and 
windproof clothing — and surely a better time on the mountain. For example you can rent a jacket, 
pants, helmet, gloves and baselayers from brands like Picture, Sweet Protection, Hestra, Reima for just 
£100 for a week’s holiday — this would otherwise cost well over £1000 as a purchase. Plus, the longer 
you rent it the cheaper it gets.  

  

Q: Logistically, without bricks and mortar shops, it must be a 
challenge for people to guess sizing and then cross their fingers when 
ski season arrives. Do you do a pre-fitting or summer trial? 

A: Yes we do. You can book your items out for a four-day try on during 
the off-season. We also plan on having some pop up events if Oxford Ski 
Company would ever like to host one…. 

  

Q: We’ve recently seen Chemmy Alcott going about her day covered 
in rubbish…is there something we should know? 

A: Chemmy cares so much about the environmental cost of skiing and 
disappearance of the mountains as we know them. We challenged her to 
wear her rubbish for a week to highlight just how much one person 
throws away — by the end of the week her new coat (!) was 4.5kg and 
Chemmy makes a huge effort to live well and waste little. She attracted a 
lot of attention wearing her fetching outfit during the heatwave — on the 
red carpet, at a school picnic, at a reception at the Houses of Parliament 
and even doing SUP yoga. She included her food waste and recycling 
because sadly more than half of what we send to recycling (55%) goes to 
landfill. 

  

Q: What is the ambition for the business looking ahead? Where would 
you like to see things progress to in the next five years? 

A: More of the same…we want to continue to raise awareness of how 
impactful our everyday choices are and hopefully encourage skiers to 
rethink their daily habits. Our rental offering was an incredible success 
during the first season and we hope this will grow as renting becomes 
the norm. We’re also building a great network of partnerships and a 

Above: EcoSki Ambassador, Chemmy 
Alcott, dazzles on the red carpet 
wearing her household waste as part of 
an awareness campaign this summer 
(2022) 
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community of like-minded brands and individuals, whether that’s with Oxford Ski Company or the little 
Ecoskischool in Andermatt. These are key for us — your voices help to spread the word and instil change, and 
we can all learn from each other. There’s no single solution to this — it’s team work! 

  

Q: As you have gone to such great lengths to raise 
awareness and build a business around 
sustainability, do you feel that resorts are playing 
their role in protecting our playgrounds for the 
future? 

A: Ski resorts have a long way to go but they are 
making change — they realise they have to do things 
like heat capture, source energy from renewable 
sources, source only local food and reduce food waste. 
Even little things like bird scarers to stop wildlife from 
flying into the chairlift cables all make a difference. 
There are some brilliant companies in the Alps like 
Montagne Vert, Re-action, Flocon Vert who reward 
efforts to change. 

What I’d like to see is more emphasis on the way we 
travel to resorts. It’s the single biggest difference we 
can make to the carbon footprint of our ski holidays 
(up to 70 per cent) — I’d like to see resorts and tour 
operators incentivise travelling by train or failing that, 
self-drive.  

  

Q: Finally, if you could ask the ski community to make one change in their habits for the coming season, a 
pledge to do better, what would that be? 

A: Cut out unnecessary waste. Hunt down your local refill station and repair café, look at renting or buying 
second-hand one-off outfits instead of always buying new, stop buying single use plastic and carry you re-
usable water bottle and coffee cup. Of course we can’t be perfect, but we can definitely do our bit. 

 

 

 
 
 
 

www.ecoski.co.uk  

http://www.ecoski.co.uk
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Discover a Finnish Winter Wonderland 

Oxford Ski Company 
Managing Director 
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I t’s all to easy to think about winter escapes 
and immediately revert to thoughts of 
towering peaks and charming alpine villages, 

but the reality is there’s so much more out there 
to explore and experience. 

Located in the heart of Lapland, Octola Lodge is 
the foremost luxury retreat in the Arctic, delivering 
world class service and once in a lifetime 
experiences. 

Octola was built to offer a standard of luxury 
accommodation that did not exist in Finnish 
Lapland. The lodge was designed, with 
contributions from some of the world’s leading 
luxury travel companies, such that frequent, global 
travellers accustomed to luxurious five star hotels. 
Felt totally at home in their immediate 
surroundings.  

The lodge is a harmonious combination of a 
modern glass house, rustic wilderness cabin, and 
private luxury hotel. The log walls present the most 
ecological and traditional building style in the 
region, while the wood burning sauna and 

geothermal heating ensures you will stay in 
warmth and comfort even at the coldest time of 
the year. 

When creating the concept for Octola, the aim 
was not to offer you simply accommodation, but a 
tranquil sensation of being at one with the 
surrounding wilderness.  

Staying in a wooden chalet is the essence of 
Lapland, providing the most authentic stay in the 

Arctic. Octola offers total privacy in your own 
secluded wilderness with exciting outdoor Arctic 
activities on your doorstep. Their wilderness 
guides, chef and butler ensure that all your 
requirements and wishes are attended to.  

A Retreat for the Soul 

Staying at Octola offers a unique kind of health 
spa for the soul, where you can leave behind the 
stresses of the day to day world, and savour the 
healing qualities of Lapland’s stunningly beautiful 
natural environment.  

Octola’s philosophy of luxury in Lapland is to be 
secluded, far from the crowds, and to be at one 
with nature, but with access to every conceivable 
luxury, service and comfort imaginable. It is only in 
such a place that you will find true inspiration and 
relaxation.  

Step into the Wild 

Step out of the front door and walk into some of 
the most spectacular winter surrounds on the 
planet. With its untamed wilderness, Lapland is a 
place to explore, by sled, bike or ski-doo. Whether 
you’re looking for adventure, fun or a bit of 
everything, you’re covered. 

With on-site guides, Octola Lodge can cater for 
almost any outdoors escape which these beautiful 
grounds have to offer, with equipment and 
appropriate clothing all available from the lodge to 
ensure you are safe and warm and in good hands 
for every eventuality.  
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“Leave your  
day-to-day stresses 
behind and savour 

the healing qualities 
of Lapland’s 

stunningly beautiful 
natural 

environment.” 
JANNE HONKANEN, FOUNDER OCTOLA   
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FEATURE 

“Be secluded, far from 
the crowds and be at 
one with nature, but 
with access to every 
conceivable luxury, 
service and comfort.” 
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FEATURE 

Your stay at Octola Lodge includes: 
• Daily housekeeping  

• Meals prepared by our own chefs  

• Selected beverages  

• Butler service  

• Wilderness hotel manager  

• Wilderness guide  

• Snowshoeing  

• Cross-country skiing  

• Tobogganing / sledding  

• Nature walks  

• Northern Lights viewing  

• Private reindeer enclosed area with an opportunity to feed the reindeer  

• Sauna experience  

• All private programs as per your bespoke itinerary  

• Airport transfers on Mercedes vans  

• Protective outer clothing (there’s also possibility to purchase thermal underwear locally 
from our shop)  

 

On behalf of each guest, a generous donation will be made to  

the Private Wilderness Fund to protect Arctic animals  
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 Your Plans in Our Hands  

 

Why the help ing  hand  of  a  pre -departure  conc ierge team can  
help  transform your hol iday  from the moment you book i t . . .  

Head of Concierge  
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T here’s something incredibly reassuring about having a true travel partner when you’re planning 
your holiday and indeed when you’re making plans for those fine details which can make all the 
difference. Thankfully all bookings made through Oxford Ski Company have a pre-departure 

concierge attached , meaning those little details can all be taken care of, whether it is by ourselves, or 
our partners in The Alps directly. 

Leveraging our near 25 years of experience, building and nurturing relationships with all key suppliers 
across The Alps, from transfer companies and ski schools to restaurants and events — we know the 
people who matter. What you can be sure of however, is that no matter how big or small your request, 
you will always have a singular and consistent point of contact to assist you.  

So here are my top 5 tips for preparing for the perfect ski holiday, from the moment you book: 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Co-ordinate With Your Group: 
Where holidays are concerned, detail is everything, yet I am still regularly surprised 
by the limited information some guests have of the wider party they’re travelling 
with... This is a key part of the process, only by understanding the group can we 
begin to suggest and direct each traveller to ensure they are catered for and 
appropriate plans can be put in place — from ski school bookings to restaurant 
reservations. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Be Honest About Your Ability: 
There is nothing worse for clients or instructors when someone in a group has over 
estimated their skiing ability. There is no shame in saying you’re a total novice, we all 
were once and you’re definitely not alone. Over stating your experience only leads to 
a less enjoyable experience for your both., and only slows down real progress when 
fundamentals are overlooked. 

Don’t Chance Your Reservations: 
It’s all too easy to miss the boat when it comes to restaurant bookings. During peak 
season, if you’re not on the list, you’re not going in. Be sure top discuss your options 
and recommendations with your concierge team and get your reservations in early 
to avoid disappointment. This is especially true for those in self-catered chalets or 
hotels. 

Transferring You Now: 
Whether you’re the kind of person who is on holiday the moment you leave home or 
the moment you arrive at your destination, , a quality transfer company can 
revolutionise your travel experience. There’s nothing worse than an uncomfortable 
drive to a resort, crammed into the back of a car for anything up to 2 hours or more. 
We can always suggest our preferred partners for transfers from any airport which 
serves The Alps   

Stay in Touch 
In the week’s preceding your holiday, it’s always nice to know everything is in-hand 
and confirmed. Whilst our expert team will be in touch to ensure you’re all set, don’t 
be afraid to get in touch to confirm those last minute details such as transfers and 
ski rental collection. Whatever you do, don’t let the concern add to the stresses of 
travelling, just ask.   
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www.oxfordski.com  ·  +44 1993 899 420  ·  inspire@oxfordski.com 

Search for “Oxford Ski Company” 

18 Thorney Leys Park, Witney, OX28 4GE, UK 

+44 1865 817 420   

Elevating Your Experience 

We’re on WhatsApp 

https://www.facebook.com/oxfordski
https://www.instagram.com/oxfordski/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/the-oxford-ski-company



